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ABSTRACT

Several studies have conducted along the use of interactive tools in teaching English to test its effectiveness. Hence, this study used Kahoot! App as a tool in teaching English to high school students and determined its effect. It involved 30 Grade 7 students who were enrolled in English 7 during Academic Year 2021-2022. Class observations and interviews were done and it was found that students were rarely volunteering to answer questions and contribute to the discussion because of the traditional tools used by the teacher. Thus, to further validate this, the respondents were given a pretest and posttest. This was to determine whether there is a significant difference in the mean score of the respondents before and after the intervention was employed. Result of the pretest and posttest show that the mean score of the respondents in their pre-test for week 1 was 5.83 (Fair) and 6.33 (Fair) for week 2, while their posttest mean score for week 1 was 14.67 (Very satisfactory) and 14.60 (Very satisfactory) for week 2. Further, -21.70 for week 1 and -25.00 for week 2 as t-values mean that the students gained a lower score in their pre-test than their post-test. In addition, the p-value of 0.000 is less than the .01 level of significance which means that there is a significant difference of the pre-test and the post-test. This implies that the intervention of this research study proved to improve the participation of the students in English. Hence, it is strongly recommended for teachers to use Kahoot! App in their English classes to also identify its result.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, which restricted face-to-face instruction, most of the educational institutions have been obliged to continue education through online learning. In online learning, various challenges are face by students and teachers. Reimers et al., (2020), asserted that one of the main hindrances to learning that are observed in online environments is relatively the poor active participation of the students.

Dlab et al., 2020, defined participation as the capacity for students to involve themselves in virtual settings in a variety of ways. In the study of Sivapalan & Cregan, (2015) and Kent et al., (2018), participation is one of the fundamental variables that determines learning in online environments. This may be because greater participation means a greater probability of student interaction, greater participation means more communicative exchanges, or greater participation leads to a better learning experience (Isohätälä et al., 2017; Kim & Ketenci, 2019).

Based on the researchers’ in-depth observations during their Field Study 1-Observations of Teaching-Learning in an Actual School Environment and at the beginning of their Field Study 2-Participation and Teaching Assistantship, teachers were challenged in maintaining students’ participation during online classes. Students rarely volunteer to answer questions, and at some
point, some of the students tend not to open their cameras or microphones when they are being called by the teacher to recite or participate in the discussion.

Low learner participation is one of the most significant issues in online education. This could be caused by poorly designed interaction opportunities for learners. It is commonly argued that learner participation may be enhanced by using interactive application in online learning environment (Haythornthwaite, 2002). Croxton (2014) found that purposefully designed and engaging interaction tasks played a significant role in learner persistence in online courses. Therefore, it is imperative that we design online learning environments to foster meaningful interactions for learners (Bettinger, Liu, & Loeb, 2016; Goggins & Xing, 2016; Hrastinski, 2008).

In this regard, several research studies highlighted that interactive application improves participation and motivation while increasing the meaningful learning of students. A study by White and McCoy (2019) agreed and stated that online interactive application was persistently used in e-learning environment as they have helped encourage student to become focused and motivated to learn. Similar researches explain the different benefits of integrating interactive online activities in the online classes and mention no negative effects, Gebbels (2018).

The fact that there have only been a few studies that looked at the effects of using Kahoot! on improving student participation, this study is significant. Although there are numerous factors affecting the low percentage of participation of students in various activities during their online class, the researchers conducted an action using the Kahoot! App, which aims to improve students’ participation in e-learning setting. Kahoot! App is a game-based student-response system that focuses on engaging the students in the classroom. It is an educational software that offers teachers the ability to create questionnaires, quizzes, discussions, and exams (Tóth, Lógó, & Lógó, 2019).

LITERATURE REVIEW

Technological advancement and its continuous progress have transformed how activities are performed on a daily basis. In the context of education, especially learning, educators now have the opportunity to introduce and integrate play-based learning activities in their instruction. Various studies have found that using technology, including computers, personal tablets, and smartphones, is effective in improving students’ engagement and active participation in classrooms (Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 2000; Kim & Reeves, 2007; Koile & Singer, 2006; Rogers & Cox, 2008).

The use of individual devices and computers can enhance a teacher’s ability to solicit active participation from all students during lessons, incorporate Internet resources, and evaluate students’ progress (Kim & Reeves, 2007; Koile & Singer, 2006; Rogers & Cox, 2008). Such activities provide kinesthetic learners an opportunity to participate actively through movement of their muscles in response to stimulation from the seeing and hearing objects (Grant, 1985; Valiente, 2008).

The incorporation of play in learning has seen emergence of very unique concept of game-based learning. According to Zarzycka-Piskorz (2016), it is basically the use of game elements and design techniques in non-game contexts. The engagement and fun factors of game-based learning have been found to boost learner motivation and sustain retention while promoting acting learning and participation.

Game-based learning tools such as Kahoot! supplement pedagogical practices with new technological solutions. Kahoot! is a game-based student response system that allows teachers and learners in classroom setting to interact through competitive knowledge games using existing infrastructure. Wang, Zhu and Saetre (2016) pointed out that Kahoot! represents a new generation
of student response systems that focuses on student motivation and engagement through gamification.

In a literature review researching trends in student response systems the benefits of SRSs were summarized to be provide interactivity, improve academic performance, and engagement (Aljaloud, Gromik Billingsley and Kwan, 2015).

In a recent study Wang and Lieberoth (2016), involving almost 600 students, reiterated the advantages of using game-based platform for learning; specifically, the reported that variation in the use of audio and points affected concentration, engagement, enjoyment and motivation and that Kahoot!’s audio and music features affected classroom dynamics in a significant and positive manner.

In addition, Urdanel and Sunde (2014) has similar view on the important role of gamification of simple assessment programs and contributes to the success of the learners at different levels (as cited in Bolat, Simsek and Ulker, 2017). In practice, background music, pictures and videos can be added; quizzes can be recorded and retrieved via Internet (Barnes, 2017).

The pursuit for literature review which Kahoot! was reported by the previous researchers, it was discovered in one literature review mentioning about the benefits of GSRSs such as GSRSs are able to afford interactivity, increase students’ performance in academic, and full engagement (Aljaladou et al., 2015). As students nowadays, who are also known as millennials and may be more knowledgeable in certain aspects of technology, it is crucial for teachers to explore new technology and synchronize their knowledge with the students in order to create a meaningful teaching and learning experience.

In the study of Batsila and Tsihouridis (2018), it is clear that Kahoot! is a useful tool for both teachers and students in various aspects. The findings show that Kahoot! App can improve student’s engagement and participation and a useful assessment tool to evaluate students’ knowledge. In the same study conducted by Wang, Zhu and Saetre (2018), this type of learning tool is an apt to boost participation and engagement which supports learning while evaluating the level of pupils’ understanding of a lesson. Putri, (2019) has added, Kahoot! has impacted positively on the interactions in the classroom, student engagement as well as participation.

Kahoot! App is a very beneficial and outstanding tool in today’s virtual world of learning. Coming to the advantages, it is very helpful for learners. The following are some of the in-depth advantages of using Kahoot! a). as the students’ interest level is high, the teachers can easily assess the understanding level through quizzes and polls, b). it can be used as a tool of assessment for the teachers, c). it has effectively reduced students’ frustration levels, d). the stress about the fear of formative assessments in the traditional method and it has increased the students’ performance due to an increase in the student’s attendance.

The findings in this article include the most of the reviewed articles reported a significant positive impact of Kahoot! on student learning performance, motivation and attitude.

**METHODOLOGY**

Before the employment of the intervention, the researchers observed the Grade 7 students of MMSU-LHS on their participation during online class. The researchers found out that most of the students were not actively participating to the discussion mainly because the teacher is using Google Form. Hence, the researchers tried out Kahoot! App with the aim of helping them improve their participation in class. To collect an in-depth data on the learning problems of the students,
the researchers conducted an in-depth interview with the English teacher of the students. This is to corroborate to their initial observations that the students are partly participating in their classes. Moreover, an interview was also done to selected Grade 7 students to supplement the deficiencies of the quantitative data.

In addition, to determine if there is a significant difference before and after the intervention, the researchers administered the pretest using google form, while the posttest was administered using Kahoot! App. This could help the researchers determine if Kahoot! App is really an effective pedagogical tool in facilitating assessment activities in online learning environment. The researchers devised the content of the pretest and posttest but all the items were from the discussion of the lessons Distinguishing the features of academic writing and Employ a variety of strategies for effective interpersonal communication. The result of interview, observation, the pretest and posttest were treated qualitatively as well as quantitatively.

Data Gathering Procedures

To validate the researchers’ observations and interviews they have gathered, the researchers administered the constructed pre-test that was anchored from the previous discussion and lesson to the Grade 7 students of MMSU–LHS. The test was reinforced through the use of Google Form. The content of the pretest was organized and finalized by the researchers. The pretest was a multiple-choice and true or false type of test with 15 points each on the topics, Distinguishing the features of academic writing (EN7WC-I-c-4.2) and employ a variety of strategies for effective interpersonal communication (EN70L-I-b1.14) based on the Most Essential Learning Competency in English 7, Quarter 4.

After determining the results from the pretest, and interview from the English teacher of Grade 7 students at MMSU–LHS, the researchers have standardized the content of week 1 and week 2 lessons and learning materials to ensure that all classes have covered the same material in an identical way. The lesson plans, delivery methods, and approach to teaching in the classrooms were also coordinated by the cooperating teacher of the researchers. During the intervention period, each section was given four sessions in two weeks with the incorporation of Kahoot! App features in creating a variety of activities per session. This is also to introduce the features of the Kahoot! App to the students so that they will be familiar when answering the post-test after the teaching demonstration.

In the first week, the topic given to the researchers was "Distinguishing the features of academic writing". The teaching method used during the session was the usual way; it started with a motivation, lesson proper, application, and giving assignments. However, during the class discussion, there were several activities created by the demo teachers. They facilitated some activities incorporating the Kahoot! App, particularly in asking questions. To further validate and test the effectiveness of the Kahoot! App, the researchers continued the teaching demonstration for the second lesson with the topic, "Employ a Variety of Strategies for Effective Communication." To standardize the content of the week 2 lesson and materials just like the previous meetings, the researchers have followed the same method and procedure in teaching. After the researchers employed the intervention, the researchers administered the posttest using Kahoot! App to ascertain if there are improvements after the intervention applied. The result from the pretest and posttest was checked, tabulated and analyzed qualitatively as well as quantitatively.

Data Analysis
The researchers have employed both qualitative and quantitative data analysis. Content analysis was used to analyze the qualitative data. Content analysis according to Holsti (2017) is used to analyze group interviews and open-ended questions to complement the quantitative data. In addition, to analyze the quantitative data, descriptive statistics were used. According to William (2018), descriptive statistics are used to present quantitative descriptions in a manageable form. It simplifies large amounts of data in a sensible way.

Moreover, to have in-depth analysis and interpretation of data in the light of the problems of this research study, a central tendency was used, specifically, the mean score or value. As stated by Bhandari (2020), central tendency is very important when performing descriptive statistics. Furthermore, the data gathered in the pretest and posttest were tabulated using the statistical tools such as mean, frequency count and percentage distribution while t-test was used to treat the difference of the pre-and post tests. The data were interpreted using the following range and descriptors taken from the study of Villanueva, (2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Descriptive Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13-15</td>
<td>Very Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>Needs Improvement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The findings of both the conduct of the pre and post tests as well as their difference were discussed below.

Table 1
The Mean Score of the Students in their 1 Pre-test (Week 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Descriptive Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13-15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Very Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>Needs Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean = 5.83
(Fair)

Table 1 unveils the results of the pre-test scores of the 30 respondents. There are only two students who gained a score of 10-12 or “Satisfactory”, 7 students gained a score of 7-9 or “Good”, 18 gained a score of 4-6 or “Fair” and 3 gained a score of 1-3 or “Needs Improvement”. Using the frequency counts and percentage distribution, it is obviously seen in the table that the overall mean score of students in the pre-test is 5.83. This imply that the students have “Fair” score in their pre-test. The result of the pre-test may likely because the lesson wasn’t introduced yet and some of the features of google form is static and might be not engaging to the students. This therefore indicates that the usage of google form as an assessment tool does not produce a desirable result of the students’ participation in class.
An English teacher of the Grade 7 students of MMSU-LHS also agreed this in an interview after the class discussion wherein google form was utilized. “Using google form as an assessment tool is not effective to assess the knowledge of students and could not help them retain the information they have obtained from the lesson. In short, they would easily forget all the things they have learned from the lesson being discussed.”

The following were some feedbacks shared by selected Grade 7 students of MMSU-LHS as a result of their experiences with the use of google form.

“…taking quiz on google form is very boring. And, as students, we easily get bored during online classes, we want something new, a lesson and activity that would energize us and reduce the boredom we experience during online classes”.

- Student A

“…I always get low score whenever I take quizzes using google form. I also feel frustrated because it does not motivate me to answer the quizzes…because it is so boring tool”

- Student B

Notably, the students did not express favorable feedbacks on the use of Google Form as an assessment tool, therefore, this type of online application is not effective in facilitating assessment activities because it does not promote student’s participation and interaction as presented in the table above.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Descriptive Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13-15</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>Very Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Needs Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean = 14.67

(Very Satisfactory)

Majority of the students gained a score of 13-15 or “Very Satisfactory”, while only one of them gained a score of 10-12 or “Satisfactory”. Using frequency counts and percentage distribution, the overall mean score of the respondents in their post-assessment is 14.67 which described as “Very Satisfactory”. It can be gratifying to note however, that the mean score of the students in their pre-test is 5.83 which shows that there was an improvement of 8.8 in their mean score in their post-test. One acceptable reason is that Kahoot! entice the interests of the students as it is equipped with colorful background, pictures, points or scoring, interesting graphics, and also at the end of the activity, there is a standing podium for the winners. This therefore indicates that the usage of Kahoot! App as an assessment tool is effective tool to assess students’ knowledge about the lesson.

This was also supported by the English Teacher of the Grade 7 students of MMSU-LHS in an interview after the discussion wherein Kahoot! App was utilized.

“When I utilized this kind of tool to assess the extent of students’ knowledge about our lesson, I observed that they are more interested to answer the given quiz than that of the previous tool that I used like google form. With this tool, I was not having a difficulty to encourage them to answer the given quiz because all of them are participating and got a high score which makes them happy and satisfied with the tool that is being used”
It was further complimented by the selected Grade 7 students of MMSU-LHS as they expressed positively their experiences in using Kahoot App.

“…for me ma’am, I prefer to use Kahoot! Because this is more engaging and interactive, and aside from its..., engaging feature, this is also great in saving and restoring answers. Even if there is an interruption like intermittent connection or power interruption, the answers are automatically saved. Unlike in the google form quiz, you cannot restore the answers once it is refreshed.”

- Student A

“…when I am taking quizzes, I prefer using Kahoot! App instead of the google form because the game feature of Kahoot! App has reduced my stress about the fear of tests and quizzes”

- Student B

The result of the posttest and the interview proved the study of Gebbels, M. (2018) about the impact of playing Kahoot! as a digital student response system to keep students engaged and participative, as well as providing the instructor with feedback. It’s relevant for any educator who is considering using Kahoot! in their classroom. Hence, this kind of assessment tool is effective and have the power to produce a desirable result of the students’ participation in class and would help them retain all the information they got from the lesson.

Table 3
The Difference of the Mean Score of the Students in their Pre-Test and Posttest (Week 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Test</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>-21.70</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean Difference= 8.8
(Average)

*significant at 0.01

As reflected in the Table 3, the t-value of -21.70 means that the students gained a lower score in their pre-test than their post-test. It is obvious that the results from the pre-test ($M = 5.83$, $SD = 2.09$) and post-test ($M = 14.67 SD = 0.71$) scores before and after the intervention shows a significant increase in scores. From the average mean score of the students in the pre-test which is 5.83 and in the post-test is 14.67. In addition, the p-value of 0.000 is less than the .01 level of significance which means that there is a significant difference of the pre-test and the post-test. This implies that the intervention of this research study proved to improve the participation of the students in English. Thus, the intervention of this research study is highly recommended for teachers to use in facilitating assessment activities in online setting.

In other words, the intervention of this research study resulted in an improvement of scores and show significant difference before and after using Kahoot! App. The improvement of the scores of the students further affirms that Kahoot! App as an assessment tool is really an effective tool to assess students’ knowledge in an online setting. Moreover, the significant increase of scores also show that the students prefer to use an assessment application such as Kahoot! which was proven to promote participation, engagement and motivation. This result confirms the notion of Ryan & Deci, 2020 that Kahoot! App as an assessment tool is feasible and practical to make learning fun and enjoyable, thus motivate students to learn. It is further supported by Wang A. I., 2018 as he concluded on his study, it is clear that the students that participated in Kahoot! quizzes reached a better overall result.
Table 4
The Mean Score of the Students in their 1 Pre-test (Week 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Descriptive Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13-15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Very Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Needs Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean = 6.33 (Fair)

Table 4 reveals the results of the pre-test scores of the 30 respondents on the second week of demo teaching. There are only two students who gained a score of 10-12 or “Satisfactory”, nine students gained a score of 7-9 or “Good”, and eighteen students gained a score of 4-6 or “Fair”. Based on the table, it is obvious that the overall mean score of students in the pre-test is 6.33 or “Fair”. This simply means that the students have “Fair” score in the pre-test. The result of the pre-test may likely because they were not comfortable with the features of the google form like it does not motivate them to learn and do not really test their knowledge about the topic being discussed by the teacher. This therefore emphasize that the use of google form does not produce a desirable result of the students’ participation in class.

An English teacher of the Grade 7 students of MMSU-LHS also assented this in an interview after the class discussion wherein google form was utilized.

“Using Google form as an assessment tool was not that effective and reliable to use because of some reasons and one of them is that having technical issue which results in regenerating all you have done from the start, and using google form does not make students become more competent and productive one”.

English Teacher 1

Below were some of the feedbacks emphasized by the selected Grade 7 students of MMSU-LHS as a result of their experiences with the use of google form.

“I don’t even take my quizzes seriously whenever I answer in the google form. I don’t even read the questions whenever I answer. Hence, this is not an effective tool to test my knowledge about the topic and cannot reiterate important concepts”

- Student C

“I think, Kahoot! App is far more effective than the Kahoot! App because whenever I take quizzes...based from my observation, I become very active, and...it also helps me retain the information I got from the lesson. Through Kahoot! App, I don’t easily forget all the things I have learned from the lesson being discussed”

-Student D

It is evident in the given feedbacks by the students showed unfavorable response on the use of Google Form as an assessment tool. Therefore, this type of online application is not effective
in assessing students’ knowledge because it does not promote students’ participation as shown in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Descriptive Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13-15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>Very Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Needs Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean = 14.60

(Very Satisfactory)

All the 30 students obtained a score of 13-15 or “Very Satisfactory”. Using the frequency counts and percentage distribution, the overall mean score of the students in the post-test was 14.47 which described as “Very Satisfactory”. It was greatly satisfying that the mean score of the students in their pre-test is 5.967 which shows that there was an increase of 8.5 in their mean score in their post-test. The main reason of the huge gap between using google form and Kahoot! App as an assessment tool was, it really catches the attention of students most especially with the interactive activities that it offers. This therefore emphasize that the use of Kahoot! App as an assessment tool was effective and can make students become more active and competent.

This was also agreed by the English Teacher of the Grade 7 students of MMSU-LHS in an interview after the discussion wherein Kahoot! App was utilized.

“When I utilized Kahoot! App in my class as an assessment tool, I observed that it is far effective to use than the google form which I usually utilized whenever I give a quiz to my students because I found out that using Kahoot! App has lots of beneficial features that would really catch the attention of students and would really help them reiterate the important concepts of the lesson being discussed”.

- English Teacher 2

Below were some of the feedbacks reiterated by the selected Grade 7 students of MMSU-LHS as a result of their experiences with the use of google form.

“...I also prefer to use Kahoot! App when taking quizzes because uhm probably because of its uhm game features that allows me to be comfortable in answering the question. I feel excited and inspired to attend the classes...I believe, taking quizzes using the Kahoot! App helped me increase my self-esteem to participate more in the activities ken quizzes given by the teacher”

- Student C
“I prefer to use Kahoot! App when taking quizzes because...unlike the Google Form that automatically refreshes over again when faced with poor connectivity Kahoot! App is accurate in scoring answer. It is also engaging as does require interaction and building relationships with learners”.

- Student D

It was clear that the students showed favorable response of the use of Kahoot! App as assessment tool in facilitating assessment activities. This was further supported by Plump and LaRosa (2017) as they stated that Kahoot! App as an assessment tool improves classroom dynamics as the system provides with real-time feedback of their performance in the test and increase student’s engagement and participation in online setting.

Table 6
The Difference of the Mean Score of the Students in their Pre-Test and Posttest (Week 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Test</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>-25.00</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14.60</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean Difference= 8.3 (Average)

*significant at 0.01

As reflected in the Table 6, the t-value of -25.00 means that the students gained a lower score in their pre-test than their post-test. The probability value of 0.00 is lower than 0.5 level of significance. It is clear that the results from the pre-test ($M = 6.33, SD = 1.67$) and post-test ($M = 14.60, SD = 0.71$) scores before and after the intervention shows a significant increase in scores. From the average mean score of the students in the pre-test which is 6.33 and in the post-test is 14.60, it is notable that there is a mean difference of 8.3. In addition, the p-value of 0.000 is less than the .01 level of significance which means that there is a significant difference of the pre-test and the post-test.

In other words, the intervention of this research study resulted in an improvement of scores and show significant difference before and after using Kahoot! App. The improvement of the scores of the students further asserted that Kahoot! App as an assessment tool is really an effective tool to assess students’ knowledge in an online setting. Moreover, the significant increase of scores also show that the students prefer to use an assessment application such Kahoot! which was proven to promote participation, engagement and motivation.

CONCLUSIONS

Based from the findings, the researchers concluded that there was a significant difference in the mean score of the respondents in the pre-test and post-test as well as in the difference of their mean scores both in week 1 and 2 after the intervention was employed. Therefore, Kahoot App! As an interactive toll is strongly recommended to teachers to use in their classes specifically in the assessment part of the lesson to also try-out and at the same time determine not only its usefulness but also its effectiveness.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the results and conclusion, the researchers would like to offer the following recommendations:
1. The researchers highly recommend Kahoot! App to use by teachers because it has a lot of helpful benefits and features such as it provides immediate feedback, it automatically summarizes the scores of the student, etc. and making it easier to record and identify the progress of the students.

2. The administrators should encourage every teacher to use Kahoot! App when conducting synchronous activities especially when teachers want to assess and measure the students understanding about the lesson.

3. Officials, curriculum planners, and policy makers in the different institutions should consider to integrate Kahoot! App as an assessment application in teaching any subject areas.
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